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We are pleased to announce 
our first guest designer :

Sasha Ignatiadou is an artist and illustrator based in Germany. 
She has a degree in Architecture and Art, and her art is inspired 
by nature, female beauty and plants. She uses a variety of 
techniques in her work, from watercolors to oil painting to digital 
drawing tools. This is the first time her work will appear on fabric.
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Sasha Ignatiadou’s guest collection for 
Ruby Star Society, Airflow, is inspired 
by animals and plants. Sasha believes 
that the patterns and imagery created 
by nature are often the most beautiful, 
so she turns there for inspiration. Cats, 
tigers and cranes reside in a technicolor 
landscape of gently undulating 
botanicals, with rich metallics giving a 
luxe finish. Two rayon prints round out 
the group.

RS6001-11M

bloom | kiss

RS6001-13M

bloom | heather

RS6001-15M

bloom | black

RS6003-13

in flight | dusk

RS6003-14

in flight | black

RS6006-13m

floral tapis | purple velvet

RS6007-15m

dancing fish| twilight

RS6004-12m

flower dreams | kiss

RS6005-18m

tiger in the taiga | purple velvet

RS6005-19m

tiger in the taiga | black

RS6007-17m

dancing fish| black

RS6008-11R

bloom rayon| kiss

APRIL DELIVERY

Asst.
15

Asst.
8

HY FQ

JJR JLC PP

RS6001

23 premium 100% Ruby Star Cotton prints
2 Rayon prints

Assortments and precuts do not include rayon
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RS6001-15M

bloom | black

RS6002-11M

cat in the grass | rose

RS6002-13M

cat in the grass | twilight

RS6002-14M

cat in the grass | black

RS6003-11

in flight | opal

RS6006-13m

floral tapis | purple velvet

RS6006-14m

floral tapis | heather

RS6006-16m

floral tapis | twilight

RS6006-17m

floral tapis | black

RS6007-11m

dancing fish| opal

RS6004-12m

flower dreams | kiss

RS6004-13m

flower dreams |  twilight

RS6004-15

flower dreams | black

RS6005-13

tiger in the taiga | peony

RS6005-16m

tiger in the taiga | twilight

RS6008-11R

bloom rayon| kiss

RS6008-15R

bloom rayon| black
Suggested SPECKLED
coordinates & complements

Suggested moda Bella solid
coordinates & complements

14M 59M 41M 61M52M 62M 73MRS5027
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